
   

 

“General Membership Meetings 
Every 2nd Saturday at Health 
South Rehabilitation Hospital;  

2650 North Wyatt Dr.  
10:00 A.M.  - 12:00 Noon 

(except July, August & December) 
 

Board of Director Meetings held 
on 1st Thursday of each month 

at Ward 6 Offices at  
3202 E 1st St, Tucson   

10:00 A.M.—12:00 Noon 
(except July) 

All Welcome 
 

The opinions expressed in this publication are 
those of the individual writers and do not 
necessarily constitute an endorsement or 

approval by POLIO EPIC, INC. If you have 
personal medical problems, please consult 

your own physician 
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Dues Information 

 

Summer is Ending 

 

I hope you all had a wonderful summer.  We all enjoy 
Labor Day weekend so thought it might be of interest to 
learn more about this September holiday.  I am looking 
forward to seeing you at the September meeting. 

Labor Day in the United States is a public holiday cele-
brated on the first Monday in September. It honors the 
American labor movement and the contributions that 
workers have made to the strength, prosperity, laws and 
well-being of the country. It is the Monday of the long 
weekend known as Labor Day Weekend and it is con-
sidered the unofficial end of summer in the United 
States. The holiday is also a federal holiday. 

Beginning in the late 19th century, as the trade union 
and labor movements grew, trade unionists proposed 
that a day be set aside to celebrate labor. "Labor Day" 
was promoted by the Central Labor Union and the 
Knights of Labor, which organized the first parade in 

New York City. In 1887,     
Oregon was the first state of 
the United States to make it 
an official public holiday. By 
the time it became an official 
federal holiday in 1894, thirty 
U.S. states officially celebrat-
ed Labor Day. 

 

Janna L. Peyton  

 

Serving Arizona Polio Survivors since 1985  August—September 2017 

E-mail Address Website Address NOTE:  NEW PHONE NUMBER 
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The General Membership Upcoming Meetings 
 
 
 
 

August, 2017 —we do not have meetings during the hottest part of the summer, but 
do not forget to come back in September!  For those that are interested, we do have 
our board meeting, that you are more than welcome to attend!  The board meetings 

are at the Ward 6 Offices, the first Thursday of the month at 10:00am.   
All are welcome. 

 

 
September 9th, 2017 — The first meeting of Polio Epic’s NEW fiscal YEAR!  
Happy New Year!  We will have a speaker from the Pima Council on Aging 
to give us all the updates and changes for the year in Medicare!  (federal 
health insurance for those on social security, or social security disability) 

 
 

October 14th, 2017 — will be respiratory technician, Mike O’Dower talking 
about Polio Survivors and their chronic problem of Carbon Dioxide Reten-

tion (CO2) while sleeping!  There are many different types of ventilators 
that will help with this problem specific to those with Post Polio Syndrome 

and other neuro-muscular conditions, such as Bi-pap, and A-Vap ma-
chines.  Mike O’Dower works as the lead respiratory therapist at Preferred 

Homecare. 

Polio Epic Board of Directors 

Executive Officers 

Janna Peyton, President 520-886-1913 JanDav@cox.net 

Marty Cutler, Secretary 520-572-7916 Martyaz44@yahoo.com 

Micki Minner, Treasurer 520-307-0174 Mickiminner@msn.com 

Directors 

Cece Axton 520-495-5122 Axton@cox.net 

Marty Baldwin 520-795-6157 Martybaldwin86@gmail.com 

Frank Frisina 520-360-9365 shinybear@msn.com 

Joy LeBarge 520-881-8270  Jlebarge@cox.net 

Dave Marsh 520-327-3252 Davidmarsh311@gmail.com 

Barbara Stough 520-887-4731 chasbarstough@comcast.net 

Joanne Yager 520-296-1471 Artist3jy6@hotmail.com 

 

PLEASE CONSIDER SERVING A TERM OR MORE AS A BOARD MEMBER.  We rely on our board members to direct the    

services and operation of our post Polio Support Group 
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Sleep! Breathe! Live! --Sleep Disordered Breathing in the neuromuscular population 
Helen A Kent, BS,RRT 760-448-4448  [Progressive Medical 800-491 -2291]  

Symptoms of Poor Ventilation  

- Quiet speech with fewer words per breath (Quiet speech is a symptom of a neuromuscular problem; in 
other words, you're not able to move enough air, so you cough really quietly because you can't get enough 
air behind your words.)  
- Weakened voice (l have had a lot of speech pathologists come and do speech evaluations on people with 
neuromuscular disease. Because they don't know the respiratory system well, they say "we have to do some 
muscle strengthening for the speech". No, no. You have to give that person some air. When you don't have 
enough air, you can't speak loudly. You speak real soft, and people say "speak up".)  

 lneffective cough  
 Heightened anxiety  
 Loss of appetite 
 Weight loss (First you have to go through weight gain. That's usually what we see first.)  
 Symptoms that suggest difficulties with breathing  
 Often occur first during the night because patients with muscle weakness frequently have a lower 

FORCED VITAL CAPACITY (FVC) when lying down than when sitting up  
 30% LESS They usually happen at night. You'll notice it first of all when you lay down. Basically what 

happens is that when you lay down your respiratory muscles are compromised. You can move about 30% 
less air when lying down than when you are sitting up. When you are sitting up, the diaphragm doesn't 
have the effect of gravity. lf you lay down, it has the effect of our weight, because we have a lot of weight 
here (torso/chest). Even just laying in the prone position puts your diaphragm at a disadvantage. That's why 
you always feel better sitting up or standing. You'll move more air.  

Polio survivors may have difficulties with breathing related to their polio There are three groups of 
polio survivors with respiratory difficulties:  
those who had respiratory failure during their acute illness and were never weaned from a ventilator  
those who develop breathing difficulties later in life and  
those with sleep disordered breathing (sleep apnea).  
Here are some of the problems you have with your breathing related to polio, Not that everything you have 
with breathing is related to polio, but a lot of it is. There are 3 groups of polio survivors with respiratory diffi-
culties. People who were in the iron lung never came off the ventilator, so they went from the iron lung to pos-
itive pressure ventilation to sleep at night. Maybe they have a trach. Then there are those polios that develop 
breathing difficulties later in life with post-polio, not when you had polio. And then there are those polios with 
sleep disordered breathing. You guys really do have sleep disordered breathing, but we don't recommend steep 
studies. How many of you have been recommended to go get a sleep study? Don't do it. I'll tell you why later. 
lf you are looking for obstructive sleep apnea, central sleep apnea, yes. But we are looking for 
"hypoventilation syndrome". Now there is a pathway whereby you can be diagnosed, but it's really long and 
ugly. You don't want to hear about it. A much easier way is to get you using breathing equipment if you need 
it. SLEEP - The first evidence of respiratory muscle weakness in PPS occurs at night, particularly during REM 
(RAPID EYE MOVEMENT) sleep. The intercostals & accessory muscles are flaccid during REM sleep. Ly-
ing down to sleep puts a weak diaphragm at a disadvantage (30%) Does everyone here know what REM is? 
There are 5 stages of sleep. The first one is when you are in kind of a daze. The second one is kind of when 
you are out of it. We call that "very light sleep". Then you get into the deep sleep, the really good sleep.. You 
want to be in the deep sleep. Now, if you do have a sleep study, a lot of you are not going to get into REM. As 
I said, REM is the place where you guys have the shallowest breathing and where all your problems happen. lf 
you don't get into REM, we really don't know what is going on with you. That's not a real steep study. You 
have to get through all 5 stages in order to have a sleep study. Remember some of these things when you've 
been diagnosed with a neuromuscular disease and the doctor says "l want you to have a sleep study". Educate 
them because it's hard for them to know this stuff. lt really is. When you get to REM sleep, that's when all of 
us are paralyzed. Basically what happens is that, because your muscles are disadvantaged, you won't be mov-
ing any air at all. CO2 builds up, oxygen goes down, and what happens is it wakes you up. So you don't stay 
there in REM long enough; you don’t get any benefit from it. 25% of your sleep at night should be in REM. 
Remember, when you are lying down to sleep,  your weak diaphragm is at a 30% disadvantage, so you’re not 
moving as much air as when you are sitting here or you are not moving as much air as I am who has not been 
compromised. Hypoventilation in REM sleep caused by loss of accessory muscle use in Neuromuscular pa-
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tient.  A tracing report can show why sleep labs misdiagnose you when you have a sleep study. In an actual 
tracing of a sleep test. This is air flow. This is the one around your chest. And this is the one around your bel-
ly. You breathe  little breaths. You don't breath very well. First of all, you don't move much air when you are 
in light sleep. Now if there is no movement, they are going to say hypoxia, but it's not. What's happening is 
that you got into REM and you are not moving any air at all because your muscles are at a disadvantage and 
also you are lying down. Remember, I said, we are all paralyzed when we are in REM, The reason we are 
paralyzed is because that's where dreams take place. That's how come you are misdiagnosed. It’s because 
you don't get into REM. Those are symptoms of hypoxias. They don't know anything about hypoventilation. 
A technician reads those tests; and if they are not looking for hypoventilation syndrome, they are going to 
say hypoxia and "you need a C-Pap". Patients with polio who have breathing difficulties because of muscle 
weakness - Do NOT have an additional form of lung disease. The problem is purely mechanical, i.e. due to 
inability to completely fill the lungs with air. One can think of the lungs as balloons that need to be fully in-
flated in order to work optimally.  Muscle weakness can make it impossible to fully inflate the lungs.  Once 
the lungs are inflated, the body is able to extract oxygen from the air in them without difficulty. You do not 
have lung disease. You do not have lung disease unless you smoked or you were exposed to smoke. You've 
got what's called a ventilator disease. The muscles that move the air in and out ---that's vour problem. Don't 
ever let anyone tell you that you have lung disease unless you smoked or you were exposed to something or 
you have asthma, allergies, something like that. It's the muscles. Think of the lungs as a great big balloon. In 
order to inflate that balloon you have to blow. Air has to go in and air has to go out. lf there is no air going in 
and air going out, what will happen is that CO2 will go up, oxygen goes down, and then what, you have an 
arterial blood gas or you'll have oximetry, and the doctor says "you're a person who needs oxygen." ls oxy-
gen going to help your ventilator? No. What's oxygen for? Lung disease. When you ruin your lungs, that's 
when you need oxygen. Once the lungs are inflated, the body is able to extract oxygen from the air and throw 
off the CO2. That's how you get rid of it.  Oxygen is not ventilation. Think of a person who has a cold. lf he 
lays there and is not breathing, you don't blow air down his throat. lf he's not breathing how long is that per-
son going to live? 4 minutes. Brain death starts at four minutes. What do you think is happening to your car-
bon dioxide if you aren't breathing? lt shoots up. lnhaling and exhaling are active, after lower oxygen passes. 
You have to have the active part to force the negative oxygen. There are 2 major causes of sleep apnea in 
polio patients. The first is weakness of the throat muscles that allows the airway to collapse when one lies 
down (Yes, when they lay you down and you have a sleep study they are going to see this flap block airways. 
But that's because of the weakness in your airways. You really don't have what is called "obstructive sleep 
apnea". You have weak muscles .  The second cause is a direct effect of the polio virus on nerve cells in the 
brainstem that help control breathing (When you had polio, some of you might have had some brain cell 
damage, and those are the ones that affect your ability to breathe. We all breathe automatically. We don't 
think about breathing. lf you have some damage, some of you could have what is called central sleep apnea.)  
Sleep and Neuromuscular Diseases  
 In order to support the non-functional muscles, Non-invasive Ventilation is required  
 An inspiration and an exhalation pressure when there is a lack of breath present  
 The lack of breath causes oxygen levels to drop and carbon dioxide to rise  
 Non-invasive Ventilation is required to help exchange the gases  
Everything we are talking about today is noninvasive ventilation. ln order to support the 
non-functional muscles, Non-invasive Ventilation is required. Invasive ventilation means you have a trachea. 
They are ventilated the same way, but instead we are going to talk about the mask-kind of ventilation which 
is all done non-invasively. We have learned to get pretty smart fitting the mask and getting you guys to sleep 
at night with a mask on. That way you can take it off. lf we give you a trach, what happens is you have a 
trach all the time. Basically, the machines we are going to talk about, there is inspiratory and expiratory pres-
sure and the backup rate. That's how you introduce pressure to the lungs. ln other words, the machine, we set 
a high pressure for your inspiratory ventilation. We set a lower pressure for expiratory. That keeps your air-
way open. Then we put the backup rate really close to your resting respiratory rate. The reason we want to 
get to as close as possible is because we want your diaphragm and your intercostals to really rest. So, when 
we first see you we guess. We look at you, and you are either a huffer or, you are a fast breather, most of you 
are. When you sleep you don't breathe like that all the time, You breathe slower. Remember, we said that the 
lack of breath causes oxygen levels to drop and carbon dioxide to rise. By putting that backup rate, we actu-
ally force you to take a breath; so that forces the oxygen to stay high; and forces you to get rid of your carbon 
dioxide. Non-invasive Ventilation is required to help exchange the gases, exchange the oxygen and the car-
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 bon dioxide.  
Treatment  
 Provide non-invasive mechanical assistance inflating the lungs – 
 With (NIPPV) using a bi-level positive airway pressure (BiPAP) machine  
 AVAPS -Average Volume Assured Pressure Support BY Philips Respironics - With a 

variable volume ventilator to help blow more air into the lungs  
The patient can use a mask over the nose or the mouth through which the air is delivered.  
We are going to talk about noninvasive mechanical assistance in ventilating the lungs, and we are also 
going to talk about AVAPS. How many of you here know about AVAPS? That's Average Volume As-
sured Pressure Support BY Philips Respironics.  You are going to hear about noninvasive ventilation or 
BiPap, but we don't call it Bi-pap. Say bi-level. lf the physician or technician calls it Bi-pap we know 
they are talking about a "Respironics,'. Respironics' wave form goes straight up, across and down. How 
do you breathe? That's the  
difference between Respironics and ResMed. The difference between the two machines is night and 
day. lf you can get a ResMed, get a ResMed because it breathes like us, they are quieter, and you can 
see real time what is happening to you. That is really important if you are going to be on effective ther-
apy. You want to see that printout. What happened at Sam, l1pm, Sam, and so on. Real time is really 
important for people with neuromuscular disease.. So don't call them Bipap at all. We call them nonin-
vasive ventilation or AVAp. The difference between noninvasive ventilation and AVAPS is that they 
both have a high pressure for inspiration and a low pressure for expiration, But the AVAPS we look at 
your tidal volume, your normal tidal volume if you have normal weight. We put that in. We want you 
to achieve at least that normal tidal volume every breath. So the upper pressure goes up and down in 
order to help you achieve that volume we stuck in there. Basically what we are doing is we are blowing 
up the lungs. We are giving you a volume of air so you can get your oxygen high and your CO2low. 
Remember, we told you everything is through the mouth and everything is through the nose. Okay? 
CPAP - Continuous positive Airway pressure - Should NOT be used for respiratory muscle weakness 
& hypoventilation - Does NOT provide sufficient inspiratory assistance - It increases the expiratory 
work of breathing. CPAP means you turn the machine on and it starts to blow, that's what it does. Just 
blows one pressure. When you have a neuromuscular disease, you have to breathe with that pressure on 
inhalation and on exhalation. What do you think is happening when you exhale? You can't. Can you 
exhale? No. So don't let anyone put you on a CPap if you have a diagnosis of neuromuscular disease. A 
CPap is fine if you have obstructive sleep apnea alone with nothing else going on' But it's not OK when 
you've got several things going on. That's not going to fix it. It does not provide sufficient inspiratory 
assistance. It does not provide any respiratory muscle support And it increases extremely the work of 
breathing on exhalation. lf you are not on the right therapy you could be doing more damage to your 
health. Make sure you have the right therapy. CPAP on a wrong pressure can make your apnea central.  
It can cause a lot of conditions to worsen. Important to get on appropriate therapy. We always do these 
tests with a full face mask lying down, we want to make sure you are lying down because that's when 
all your problems start. You don't have problems sitting up. It is when you are laying down. Then we 
can see if you can generate a minus 60 cm of water pressure. lf you can't do that, these muscles are 
compromised. Now, you can also do an overnight oximetry. , lf it shows you have oxygen desaturation 
of 88% or less for at least 5 minutes then we know you have a hypoventilation syndrome. You don't get 
a sleep study. Repeat after me "Don't get a sleep study." Yes. And you save your insurance lot of mon-
ey. Sleep studies are not cheap.  
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 POLIO EPIC MEMBERSHIP FORM AND DUES   

Type Renewal   Has your address changed? Yes       
    

  New     No       
    

Name   Spouse/Partner   Date     

                

Address   Phone (       )     

                

City   State   Zip   
              

  

Place email address if you want your newsletter via email           
                
        (Please Print Clearly)   

  I am UNABLE to pay dues at this time, but wish to continue my membership and receive 
newsletter 

  

  Please remove my name from the mailing list.  I no longer wish to receive the newsletter.   

  
Enclosed is membership fee of $10.00 per person for one calendar 
year (Sep 2017– Aug 2018)  New Fiscal year of 2018 starts 9/1/17 

  

      Amount Enclosed for Membership $     

      Amount Enclosed for Charitable Donation $     

      Total Enclosed $ 
    

    

Make checks payable to Polio Epic, Inc. and return to P.O. Box 17556, 

Tucson, AZ 85731-7556 
  

WADLEIGH GRANTS 

The Wadleigh grants are monies that we give to members for durable goods, things that 

their health insurance won’t cover, and things that help them live more independently 

even though they have Post Polio Syndrome!  Some examples of things that we have 

helped finance, repairs to a wheelchair lift, a bathtub lift, repairs to a wheelchair, Crutch-

es, grab bars, ramps and steroid shots.  If you have been a member of Polio Epic for one 

year, and would like to receive a grant, fill out an application as shown on our website, or 

call Dave Marsh in order to get an application.  Submit a receipt or a purchase order with 

the receipt...and tell us how much you need in money; up to a limit of $500.  It really is as 

simple as that.   Frank Wadleigh was a long time member of our organization and when he 

died, he surprised us all by leaving us a nice chunk of money in his will.  The bequest was 

simply to help polio survivors.  The Board of Directors at the time, decided the best way 

was to help finance those things that insurance, Medicare, and disability just didn’t cover!  

Please review the guidelines and perhaps look around for a need or two that you can 

make happen with help from the Wadleigh Grants! 
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NAME MENU CHOICE (CIRCLE) 

 Ham / Turkey / Vegetarian 
 Ham / Turkey / Vegetarian 
 Ham / Turkey / Vegetarian 
 Ham / Turkey / Vegetarian 
 Ham / Turkey / Vegetarian 
 Ham / Turkey / Vegetarian 
 Ham / Turkey / Vegetarian 

9th, 2017 
11:30 am—2:30pm 

-- --

$14.00 per person 

Please mail your checks to:  Micki Minner, Polio Epic;  

4309 East Old Mill Road; Tucson, AZ 85745 

Please make your checks out to:  Polio Epic 

Please make your reservations and pay by the  Wednesday, December 6th, 2017 

7600 East Broadway Blvd. 
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Please note:  HOW OUR FISCAL YEAR DIFFERS FROM CALENDAR YEAR 

Polio Epic, Inc. is a registered 501c(3) organization...as such we have rules and regulations that we must 

follow in order to keep our tax exempt status.    One of those rules that we follow is having a “fiscal” year.  

Polio Epic’s new year starts in September  in one year and runs through August the next year.  When you 

see the year at the bottom of your label, it tells you what FISCAL year you  have last paid your dues.  If 

the label says 2016, that means you paid your dues in the PREVIOUS FISCAL year, and are due to pay 

this year’s dues.  We have kept our dues at a low amount of $10.00  in order to make membership availa-

ble to as many people as possible.  We provide services to our members based on the income that we re-

ceive in dues and donations.  Please remember to check and see if your dues for 2017 have been paid.  If 

you receive this email via email, you will receive a yearly email in September to remind you.  If you are 

not sure, then call Micki Minner at 520-307-0174, or email:  Mickiminner@msn.com .  Micki will be glad 

to check our membership roles to find the last date you paid your dues!  THANK YOU for supporting our 

organization, and the services we provide to Polio Survivors in Arizona.  I will start changing the date on 

the address labels to 2018 after September 1, 2017. 


